video recording guidelines

Video recording guidelines for sermons and speakers
This document is to serve as a guide to use the video recording equipment
and stage lighting tips to ensure a consistent and high quality recording of
sermons in the main auditorium at Bethlehem Baptist Church
The settings discussed will be best used while recording speakers on stage
delivering the Sunday sermons. During times of worship and other creative
elements on stage these principles can serve as a start point for a creative
recording approach.

camera settings
The church has three Sony EX-1 cameras:
Camera 1 – On tripod next to sound desk. Referred to as Tripod camera in the rest
of the document
Camera 2 – Mounted on wall, referred to as Wide in the rest of the document
Camera 3 – Floating camera, not always used- Referred to as Roaming in the rest
of the document
Quality Settings
Ensure all cameras used are set to the same quality settings. 720p / 50P
Shutter settings
Shutter speed should be set to 1/60. If the shutter are faster or slower flickering
can be picked up from the projectors or lights.
White Balance
Please check that WB on all cameras are set to Preset this will then set the
cameras’ to a default WB setting of 3200k. This is important for recording
speakers. During worship or creative elements custom WB settings can be used.
Picture Profile
This needs to be set to Off
All these settings can easily be double checked on the LCD viewing panel.

Gain
Set all cameras to L (low) when recording speakers.

Exposure
Use the Iris ring to adjust exposure. Don’t use Auto Iris.
Zebra settings
Zebra should be set to 70 and Both selected in the menus. Use Zebra lines and the
histogram to judge exposure. Skin tones should have Zebra lines (70) on the
brighter spots and white areas should have the thicker Zebra lines (100) on.
Adjust exposure on the Tripod camera to achieve these settings.
Adjust the exposure on the Wide camera to match the exposure of the Tripod
camera using the external monitor.

Too Dark

Too Light

Focus
The auto focus uses a very small section in the middle of the image. If the subject
is not centered then the auto focus might start hunting for focus or go out. Please
use manual focus on the Tripod cam combined with Peaking to get a sharp image.
The Wide camera can be left on auto focus.
Zoom
Avoid zooming in and out while the Tripod camera is the “live” camera. Switch
cameras, recompose the shot on the Tripod camera and switch back. Zooming
can be used creatively during worship elements.
Please use the Teleconverter on the Tripod camera. This will allow the camera to
zoom in closer for medium close up shots. Be careful when zooming out too far
while using this attachment, it will cause vignetting (Dark corners) to appear in the
image.

Vignetting

Panning
Pan follow takes a while to master but is essential to get right to achieve a high
quality and dynamic recording. Make sure the tripod head is set up to allow a
smooth movement with a bit of resistance. Anticipate the speaker moving and if
they move to far or too quick, rather quickly switch to the wide shot than doing a
fast, jerky pan.

camera angles
1 - Tripod camera.
Use the Teleconverter on this camera to get full, medium long shots, medium
shots and medium close ups. Don’t use this camera to record the projector screen
Full shot
From head to toe. Watch out for vignetting! Limit the use of this kind of shot. Only
use it when the speaker moves around a lot or uses big props or demonstrate
things on stage that don’t fit into closer shots. Most people will look at the videos
on small screens and this shot breaks the connection between viewer and
speaker with the speaker’s face being too small.

Medium long shot
From the knees up (3/4 length). This shot is useful when the speaker walks
around a lot. Don’t leave too much or too little headroom with this shot. Don’t over
use this shot. Speakers face is still too small

Medium shot
From the waste up. This is the preferred shot to get with the Tripod camera. Head
space is critical here. This shot helps the viewer to connect with the speaker.

Preferred shot to use

Don’t cut though the head

Don’t leave to much space

Medium Close-Up Shot
From chest or shoulders up. Again be mindful of headspace with this shot. This
shot is great to use to mix up with the Medium Shot. Can show emotion on the
face better, but only useful if the speaker stands still.

2 - Wide camera.
Long Shot
Wide angle. Use this camera to show both the speaker and the screen. Only
include the first row or two of seats. If this angle is too wide, the text on the
screen becomes to small to read and empty seats in the auditorium conveys the
wrong message about our services being worthwhile to attend. Cut to this angle
to cover movements of the Tripod camera or to show slides that the speaker is
referring to at that time. Limit the use of this angle.
Check exposure and match to the tripod camera.

Only two rows of seats in foreground, emphasis should be on screen

Stage Lighting
The following points are relevant for the sermon, speaker part only. Creative use of
lighting is encouraged during worship and creative elements

Main lights
Don’t light the speaker with the spot lights! Switch off all LED wash lights or use
tungsten WB preset!
The LED lights cause WB and contrast issues when used to light the main
speaker, especially when they move around and walk out of the bright spot light
areas.
Use the Profile Lights on the second lighting bar to light the speaker. Use the
Halogen freshnell lights to add to the lighting but don’t overpower the profile
lights. Light from the first lighting bar causes deep shadows over the eyes and
under the chin of the speakers.

Eyes are lit with Profile lights

Eyes in shadow – Lit with freshnell lights only

Background light levels
Dim down lights on the background so that it doesn’t overpower the main lights
on the speaker.

